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Zheng Chouyu is a Taiwan's famous poet, who possesses a high reputation in 
poectic world for his Mistake. This paper will discuss Zheng's ocean writing in his 
new poem through Zheng Chouyu PoemⅠ, Zheng Chouyu PoemⅡ and Lonely people 
enjoy flowers sitting. 
This paper's research object is Zheng's ocean writing in his new poem, which is 
still set in the rise of ocean cultural study in 21st century. This is a new field and 
perspective in literature study. The writer just seize this point and move forward 
through the ocean imagery in Zheng's poem to analyze the ocean writing in his new 
poem. 
There are three parts in this paper. The first part is introduction. In this part, the 
writer summarizes the current research status of Zheng's, introduce the research 
background, motivation, method and theoretical guidance of this paper. 
The second part is about the text, including the first chapter to the forth chapter: 
The first chapter defines the marine literature, marine poem and other relevant 
concepts. Also it combs the development track of Taiwan marine literature and 
analyzes its current situations. 
The second chapter organizes and classifies the ocean imagery in Zheng's poems. 
According to the time when Zheng writes his poems, combs the relating group of 
imagery in his ocean poems from 50s till now to figure out the style changes in 
early-late period as well as the reasons. 
The third chapter, from Zheng's group of ocean imagery, analyzes the nostalgia 
theme, love theme and life-and-death theme in his ocean poems. The first section for 
the nostalgic theme, the poet with boat, harbor, lights image to show homesickness; 
The second section is the theme of love, in the performance of the theme, the poet 
mainly through the shell, island image will love write fun; the third section is the 
theme of life and death, staring from the view of the poet's ermanence, the side of the 















The four chapter, explores the temporal-spatial consciousness behind poet's 
marine poems, analyses the construction of the cosmic space image and explores the 
unity of the poem's inner and outer world. The first section focuses on the 
performance of time consciousness, mainly from the past memories, natural time 
changes to show the poet's time experience; The second section focuses on the 
performance of space consciousness, mainly from the grand space image and the 
inner space of the broad two aspects to start in the large space image, and subdivided 
into ocean to land space experience, experience and space expansion to show the poet 
on the real space of the transformation; The third section starts from the time and 
space, and explores the cosmic consciousness of the poet's ocean writing. In the 
infinite space of time and the broadness of space, life and life have a sense of 
detachment, and the inner world and the outer world reach unity, the formation of the 
universe that I, I know the universe. 
The third parts summarizes the whole research in the paper. 
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渐增多。关于“海洋文学”的研讨会也在各地展开，1991 年 9 月在福建举办“海
洋文学”探讨会，倡导创建有中国特色的社会主义海洋文学；2002 年 10 月在浙
江岱山召开全国海洋文学创作研讨会，探讨中国当代海洋文学存在的问题；2008
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